Photo 1a & b: Illustrative Views westwards from junction of public footpath and Warwick Road at the central eastern boundary of the Site

Photo 2: Illustrative View southeastwards towards Warwick Road from centre of Site and public footpath – showing how intervening tree cover combines to visually
contain the Site. Further consideration of winter visibility is considered important, particularly in relation to any longer range views

Photo 3: Illustrative View northwards from Grove Road, showing the small scale nature of individual field parcels and that tree cover along Cuttle Brook in the background
of the view restricts views further north.

Photo 4: Illustrative View southwestwards from local footpath towards new housing development at Barton Drive, which overlooks the southwestern extents of the Site.
Also illustrates good surrounding tree and hedgerow cover.

Photo 5: Illustrative View from Warwick Road, at entrance to Lansdowne House, showing good tree cover and boundary landscaping. Provides rural-urban transition
northwards along the route.

Photo 6: Illustrative View from Warwick Road opposite the Garden Centre. In this location, hedgerow and tree cover is more variable, but where absent allows views
across open agricultural land, with limited or no visual perception of the settled area west of the SIte.

Photo 7: Illustrative View southwards over sports fields at Arden Academy, illustrating the physical and visual containment provided by existing boundary tree cover.

Photo 8: Illustrative View westwards along entrance to Landowne House, showing avenue of trees through the grounds and ‘parkland’ type landscaping.

Photo 9: Illustrative View westwards across grounds south of Lansdowne House, showing the transition from the more ‘parkland’ type setting to open agricultural land
beyond. No visual perception (in summer) of the settled edge of Knowle or Dorridge due to intervening strong linear tree cover.

Photo 10: Illustrative View southwards and southwestwards across ‘pond’ and grounds at Lansdowne House.

Photo 11: Illustrative View of more open agriculural land north of the ‘parkland’ grounds at Lansdowne House. Avenues of trees still present along old informal access
routes and signifcant trees present in fields. No visual perception (in summer) of the settled edge of Knowle or Dorridge due to intervening strong linear tree cover.

Photo 12: Illustrative View from within grounds of Lansdowne House looking eastwards towards the Warwick Road, showing signifcant tree cover and ‘parkland’ type
landscape

